




The terms Medicaid and Medical Assistance are interchangeable.

NOTES FROM TRAINING IN RED



800 # is NEVER live, you will receive a call back.

PAHLP is only focused on heathcare/medicaid coverage.
They will assist anyone regardless of income.

SSI = Supplemental Security Income

SSA = Social Security Administration

when you qualify for SSI you automatically get MA

Part of the process is applying for SSI, even if you think your child will not qualify. *If SSA says there is no disability you must appeal.

You can apply and include all documents online. Once you start the application process you should receive an appointment for your “financial screening” phone call within 2-4 weeks. If your child qualifies for SSI it could be another 4 weeks + to start.

MA covers things commercial insurance limits or does not cover at all.



MA Customer Service: 1.800.395.8930

*There are no longer MA “case workers”, anyone will help you.

*will only talk to family, not a case worker, etc.

Compass is the BEST way to apply, you receive a tracking # and can scan in all your documents. You NEVER have to step foot in an office.

Receive PH95 regardless of family income until 21 yrs. old.

Your PH95 application should not be held up by your SSI application.

see next 2 slides

once all your documentation has been received
a decision can be made in 30 days but can be extended another 45

You must provide medical records, unless SSA has already determined there is a disability.

Child support MUST be Court Ordered. If it is NOT Court Ordered it will COUNT!!



The following question came up, but did not get answered at the training: What if the child receives military death benefits? Does this count as income?

2 Lists

Attorney Art Feldman made the suggestion that you use theses lists like a recipe.
He said they can really help you with the application.



You MUST express HOW the child is effected by the disability.

A case worker in attendance indicated she has written up to 80 pages in this section of the application. 
DO NOT SKIMP!

LISTS ARE SEPARATED BY BODY SYSTEMS



FIND ASD HERE

https://www.ssa.gov/disability/professionals/bluebooks/ChildhoodListings.htm

Next 2 slides are examples of what the website looks like.



Find ALL 
Handouts
after page 28 

The Medical and School Worksheet can help you gather the information for the SSI application and can be helpful for PH95 application.



applicant will receive MA for 3 months while pending

You must supply enough information for a “presumptive” determination to be made!

appeal within 15 days and keep MA through the appeal process

MA can reconsider a decision within 60 days

MA is suppose to send you a renewal application 4-6 weeks out,
but a family can also renew online through Compass.



IEP cannot stand alone, you MUST provide other documentation



How does it impact the child’s life?



Approximately $16k for 1 person $20k for a family.

PHLP indicates EVERY child in PA should have Healthcare Insurance with the number of programs available.

Physical Health



There are 2 “delivery system” 

Your health provider MUST explain/prove a service is medically necessary and MA must agree.

- orthodontics 

MA does not cover respite care or home modifications.

Often commercial
insurance does not
cover items like
these at all or
limits access.

When a child turns 18 they switch to Adult MA but maintain EPSDT services until 21

Families can maintain commercial insurance and MA. MA is ALWAYS payer of last resport.
Families can eliminate commercial insurance BUT sometimes MAs access can be different and families want the provider access their commercial insurance gives them.



You have a choice of providers but if you miss it you will be automatically enrolled in one. You can switch later.



(Physical Health)

USE MA LANGUAGE WHEN COMPLETING YOUR APPLICATION! YOU WANT TO PLAGIARIZE! 



APPEAL w/in 10 days to keep benefits through the process

*This includes other household duties like cleaning, activities with other children, etc.



USUALLY there is a list, start there, if you don’t see the item you need on the list request it with the provider indicating it is “medically necessary”.

DETAILS DETAILS DETAILS



Great templates available to help providers.

http://www.phlp.org/home-page/providers/providers-appeals





(for ASD and/or Intelliqual Disabilities)

Allegheny County does not have this.



Step 1

Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Step 5







A comment was made about districts billing for classroom equipment like a teacher’s desk or chair. Rebecca Klaw who is a local Educational Advocate responded by inquiring that the Consent Form indicates “for {medically necessary} services provided to your child”, not unnecessary items.



Neither sponsor saw any leverage in refusing or pulling consent.







In some cases MA will actually pay for a child’s commercial insurance coverage.
Beginning in January a provider who orders services/scripts, etc. must be enrolled in the Medicaid system.


























